
Venison (Meats) 
 
Interesting facts: Venison originally was a term used to describe meat from all game animals. Now it 
exclusively applies to deer, except in South Africa where it applies to antelope. 
There may not be a more sustainable meat than venison. The entire North American hunting system 
is based on sustainability. Hunters are only allowed to shoot as many deer as wildlife biologists say 
we can. Numbers are carefully tracked, and once that quota is up, hunting stops. If numbers are high, 
more licenses are issued and seasons are expanded. In this way deer populations are kept in check. 
 
How to select: Venison should also be aged for a period of 10-14 days after being dressed out. This 
allows the meat to dry out some, reducing the gaminess and making the meat more palatable. 
 
How to store: For best quality, wrap the meat tightly in plastic wrap first, keeping air out as much as 
possible. Then wrap packages in moisture- and vapor-proof freezer paper. Seal, label and date each 
package. Home vacuum sealers will also work for packing venison for freezing. 
 
How to cook: Grill/Barbeque 

Grill: The best ways to cook venison steaks are on a hot grill, or in a very hot skillet on the 
stove. Both methods afford the ability to sear the meat and cook it to the proper internal 
temperature, essential for a venison steak cooked properly. Cut off all the fat as this is where 
the “gamey” taste comes from. 
 

Tip: Venison is a very lean meat; best results will be achieved if it is served rare to medium-rare in 
order to retain the meat's juiciness and tenderness. It is very important to not over-cook venison and 
always allow it to rest for at least five minutes before serving in any recipe. 
 
Tip: The meat can have a strong gamey flavor, which can be lessened through aging or marinating 
your venison in vinegar, soy sauce, garlic or other strongly flavored sauces. In your marinades or 
dressings, watch the level of salt, as this draws out moisture from the venison and can make the 
finished meal dry and tough. Using herbs, spices and wines can help keep the meat juicy and tender 
during cooking while also giving it an enjoyable flavor. 
 
Tip: Bard the meat with butter. If you've ever wondered why your steaks at home don't turn out quite 
so well as steaks ordered at a restaurant, the answer is butter. After turning the meat over once, it's a 
good idea to brush a little butter onto the top of the meat to help keep it moist. If you're cooking the 
steak in the skillet, add a pat (no more than a tablespoon or so) into the pan to melt, tilting the skillet 
so the butter runs toward the steak. 
 
 


